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Abstrak: Makalah ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui keterampilan geometri siswa dengan tingkat
kecerdasan visual-spasial dan logika-matematika yang berbeda dalam menyelesaikan masalah
permukaan bidang geometri padat. Ini adalah penelitian deskriptif kualitatif. Wawancara dan tes
dilakukan untuk mendapatkan data tentang kemampuan geometri siswa dalam menyelesaikan
masalah bidang bidang geometri padat. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa siswa dengan
kecerdasan visual-spasial rendah dan kecerdasan logika-matematika rendah memiliki
keterampilan visual level 0, keterampilan verbal tidak mencapai level 0, keterampilan logika tidak
mencapai level 0, keterampilan menggambar mata pelajaran RR1. Level 0 dan subjek RR2 tidak
mencapai level 0, dan keterampilan terapan level 1. Siswa dengan kecerdasan visual-spasial
rendah dan kecerdasan logika-matematika tinggi memiliki keterampilan visual level 0,
keterampilan verbal level 2, keterampilan logis level 1, keterampilan menggambar tingkat 1, dan
keterampilan terapan tingkat 1. Siswa dengan kecerdasan visual-spasial tinggi dan kecerdasan
logika-matematika rendah memiliki keterampilan visual tingkat 0, keterampilan verbal tingkat
2, keterampilan logika tingkat 0, keterampilan menggambar tingkat 0, dan keterampilan terapan
tingkat 1. Siswa dengan kecerdasan visual-spasial tinggi dan kecerdasan logika-matematika tinggi
memiliki keterampilan visual tingkat 0, keterampilan verbal tingkat 2, keterampilan logika tingkat
1, keterampilan menggambar tingkat 1, dan keterampilan terapan tingkat 1.
Kata kunci : Kemampuan komunikasi matematis, Mind mapping, Inside outside circle
Abstract: This paper aims to find out the geometry skills of students with different levels of
visual- spatial and logic-mathematic intelligence in solving the problem of solid geometry plane
surfaces. It is qualitative descriptive research. Interview and test were employed to get data about
students’ geometry skills in solving the problem of solid geometry plane surfaces. To maintain
the worthiness of the data, the researcher implemented the time triangulation method. The data
analysis comprised of data reduction, data display, and verification. This research used purposive
sampling to determine the subjects. The results of this research indicated that the students with
low visual-spatial intelligence and low logic-mathematic intelligence had visual skills level 0, the
verbal skills did not reach level 0, the logical skills did not reach level 0, drawing skills of subject
RR1 was level 0 and subject RR2 did not reach level 0, and applied skills level 1. The students
with low visual-spatial intelligence and high logic-mathematic intelligence had visual skills level
0, verbal skills level 2, logical skills level 1, drawing skills level 1, and applied skills level 1. The
students with high visual-spatial intelligence and low logic-mathematic intelligence had visual
skills level 0, verbal skills level 2, logical skills level 0, drawing skills level 0, and applied skills
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level 1. The students with high visual-spatial intelligence and high logic-mathematic intelligence
had visual skills level 0, verbal skills level 2, logical skills level 1, drawing skills level 1, and
applied skills level 1.
Keywords : Geometry skills, Logic-mathematic intelligence, Visual-spatial intelligence, Solid
geometry plane surface

INTRODUCTION
One of the studies in mathematics was geometry. According to KBBI, geometry is a branch of
mathematics that describes the nature of lines, angles, areas, and space. Based on the results of Junior
High School national examination year 2017/2018 in mathematics, students’ absorption of geometry
was 41.40% at the national level. The students’ absorption at the Central Java was 43.07%. Meanwhile,
the students’ geometry absorption at the Surakarta was still low, with 53.70%. Similar to the national
examination results at SMP Al- Irsyad Surakarta, it indicated that the students’ geometry absorption was
still low, with 47.55%. It can be concluded that the students’ absorption of geometry is low; therefore,
geometry is crucial to be learned and becomes an essential concern.
According to Van De Walle in Sofyana & Budiarto (2013), there are five reasons on how
important to learn geometry is. They comprise (1) Geometry can provide a more complete appreciation
of the world, (2) Geometric explorations can develop problem- solving skills, (3) Geometry plays a
crucial role in the study of other areas of mathematics, (4) Geometry is used daily by many people, and
(5) Geometry is enjoyable. According to Ruseffendi, the object of which is directly related to
mathematics learning activities includes facts, skills, concepts, and rules/principles (Muhassanah,
Sujadi, & Riyadi, 2014). Based on Ruseffendi's study, skills are needed to learn geometry. It is therefore
necessary to know in advance how and to what extent the student masters the skills. According to Hoffer
(1981), there are five skills in the study of geometry: (1) visual skills, (2) verbal skills, (3) drawing skills,
(4) logical skills, and (5) applied skills. Additionally, according to Hoffer (1981), the levels of geometric
derives from Van Hiele include level 0 (visualization), level 1 (analysis), level 2 (informal deduction),
level 3 (deduction), and level 4 (rigor). One of the geometry materials that become a concern at school
is solid plane geometry, there are cubes, blocks, prisms, and pyramids. In the national examination, there
are several questions related to solid geometry plane surfaces. In the process of thinking about solving
geometry problems, certainly logical-mathematical and visual-spatial intelligence are needed. It is
consistent with the results of research from Putri (2017), which states that there is a positive influence
between spatial ability on the geometry ability of students. Rahbarnia research results (Arum, et al.,
2018) also showed a positive correlation between logical-mathematical intelligence in solving
mathematical problems. Similarly, according to Rozalinah (2016), there is an influence between the
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logical-mathematical and visual-spatial intelligence to students’ problem-solving geometry ability of
class IX SMP/MTs in the district Panceng. According to Chatib & Said (2012), logical-mathematical
intelligence is intelligence that is related to the ability of reasoning and calculation that exists in students,
while visual-spatial intelligence is intelligence that is related to spatial abilities. Ahvan, et al. (2015) also
states that visual-spatial and logical-mathematical intelligence are the best predictors of academic
achievement.
The purpose of this study are: (1) to describe geometry skills of students with low visual-spatial
intelligence and low logical-mathematical intelligence in solving solid plane geometry, (2) to describe
geometry skills of students with low visual-spatial intelligence and high logical-mathematical
intelligence in solving solid plane geometry, (3) to describe geometry skills of students with high visualspatial and low logical-mathematical intelligence in solving solid plane geometry, and (4) to describe
geometry skills of students with high visual-spatial and high logical-mathematical intelligence in solving
solid plane geometry.
METHODOLOGY
This research is a qualitative descriptive study. The students of class VIII A-PK and VIII B-PK
SMP Al-Irsyad Surakarta were involved. The researcher used purposive sampling to determine the
subject. There were two students with low visual-spatial intelligence and low logical-mathematical
intelligence, one student with low visual-spatial intelligence and high logical-mathematical intelligence,
one student with high visual-spatial intelligence and low logical-mathematical intelligence, and one
student with high visual- spatial intelligence and high logical-mathematical intelligence. Tests and
interviews were employed to collect the data. To maintain the worthiness of the data, the researcher used
the time triangulation technique. The data analysis technique included reduction, data presentation, and
conclusions.
The pre-research procedures involved designing a research proposal, permitting to the relevant
institutions, designing research instruments. The fieldwork phase involved giving intelligence tests of
visual-spatial and logical-mathematical, providing skill tests geometry, as well as conducting interviews
with the subjects. The data analysis phase included reducing the data reduction, displaying the data,
drawing conclusions, and validating the data. Finally, after the data had been collected and analyzed, the
researcher wrote a final report.
According to Jabar and Noor (2015) study at junior high school, students with level 0
(visualization) is 8%, level 1 (analysis) is 32%, level 2 (deduction informal) is 40 % as well as students
who reach level 3 (formal deduction) is only 1%, and level 4 (rigor) is 0%. It means that junior high
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school students generally reach level 2 (deduction informal) of geometry thinking, so the problems that
will be used is about at level 0 to 2.
Table 1. Geometry Skills Indicators in the solid geometry plane surface material based on Hoffer
Skills
Level
Indicator
Visual 0
Can recognize the different figures of solid plane geometry
1
Can notice the properties of figures
2
Can recognize interrelationships between different types of figures
Verbal 0
Can classify the name of a given solid plane geometry
1
Can describe accurately various properties of a figure
2
Can formulate accurate and concise definitions
Drawing 0
Can make sketches of figures accurately and label each part
1
Can use the given properties of figures to draw or construct the figures
2
Can give a specific figure and construct another figure related to the given Ones
Logical 0
Can realize that there are differences and similarities among figures
1
Can understand that figures can be classified into different types
2
Can use properties of figures to determine whether or not one class of figures
is contained in another class
Applied 0
Can identifiy solid plane geometry in the physical object
1
Can recognize geometric properties of the physical object
2
Can understand the concept of a mathematical model that represents
relationship between the objects
The categorization of visual-spatial intelligence and logical-mathematical intelligence based on
Carter (2009).
Table 2. Category of Intelligence According to Philip Carter
Category
Score
Extraordinary
10
Superior
8-9
Very Good
7
Well
5-6
Average
4
Table 3. Category of Intelligence in This Research
Category
Score
High
7 ≤ x ≤ 10
Moderate 4 ≤ x ≤ 7
Low
0≤x≤4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Tests of visual-spatial and logical-mathematical intelligence were held on March 28th, 2019. Then
the students were given a test of skill geometry. After seeing the results of visual- spatial and logicalmathematical intelligence tests grouped by category, and seeing the answers to geometry skills tests, the
researcher selected five subjects to be interviewed. The subjects were two subjects with low visualspatial intelligence and low logical-mathematical intelligence (RR1 and RR2), one subject with low
visual-spatial intelligence and high logical-mathematical intelligence (RT), one subject with high visualVol. 10, No. 1, June 2020
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spatial intelligence and low logical-mathematical intelligence (TR), and one subject with high visualspatial intelligence and high logical-mathematical intelligence (TT).
Based on the exposure data and analysis that have been done, the geometry skills of students with
visual-spatial intelligence and logical-mathematical intelligence in solving solid plane geometry were
revealed.
1. Geometry Skills of Students with Low Visual-Spatial Intelligence and Low Logical- Mathematical
Intelligence
The finding revealed that RR1 and RR2 could recognize and mention the various names of
solid plane geometry, but could not indicate the requested properties. Meanwhile, RR1 and RR2 were
still confused about space diagonal and diagonal plane; therefore, they were wrongly showing the
answer. It indicated that the students’ visual skills possessed at level 0.
Further, RR1 and RR2 could find a description that indicated a solid geometry plane yet were
not able to find all the appropriate columns. It indicated that the students can not classify the name
of a given solid plane geometry, so the students’ verbal skills did not reach level 0.
RR1 could not see the similarity of the properties between two figures. The differences were
not written entirely. Similarly, the subject RR2 was not able to precisely locate the similarities and
differences between the two figures. It shows that the logical skills of RR1 and RR2 did not reach
level 0. The following figure is the work of the students.

Figure 1. RR1’s Answer Sheet of Geometry Skills Test I No.3a and 3b
RR2 could sketch the requested geometry, yet was not labeling the figure. Meanwhile, RR1
could sketch and even label a requested figure as shown in the following figure.

Figure 2. Sketh Made by RR1 on Interview I
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Figure 3. Sketch Made by RR1 on Interview II
Furthermore, RR1 and RR2 did not sketch a figure according to the description, although they
knew what the description meant. It showed that RR1 had level 0 at drawing skills, and RR2 did not
reach level 0.
RR1 and RR2 could identify solid plane geometry in the physical object and could recognize
the properties of the physical object. However, they could not calculate the volume and surface area
as well as apply the formula in the object. It indicated that RR1 and RR2 had level 1 at applied skills.
Although RR1 and RR2 had the same level of intelligence, there were still differences in their
drawing skills. These differences occurred because RR2 was still entirely confused when asked to
sketch a solid geometry plane so that sometimes he was drawing inappropriately and lacking in
labeling. Confusion might occur because RR2 was not accustomed to the form of solid geometry in
detail, for example, simply call a pyramid or prism, instead of a triangular prism, quadrilateral
pyramid, and more. It is therefore the applied skills of RR1 and RR2 were at level 1. It might occur
because, in applied skills, the picture shown was an image of objects that exist around the subject.
Thus, the subject was able to recognize their physical characteristics, even though the visual skills of
RR1 and RR2 could not show the requested geometrical properties.
2. Geometry Skills of Students with Low Visual-Spatial Intelligence and High LogicalMathematical
Intelligence
Subject RT could recognize the different figures of solid plane geometry with a reason, but he
could not show the requested properties. RT was still confused about the properties of the solid plane
geometry. It indicated that the visual skills of RT at level 0.
Moreover, RT could find all columns that described the requested solid plane geometry. RT
could also describe the properties of the requested solid plane geometry and make the definition of
that. It showed that RT's verbal skills at level 2.
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Figure 4. RT’s Answer Sheet of Geometry Skills Test No. 2c
RT could recognize the similarities and differences between the two solid plane geometry. RT
could also understand that specific figures could be classified into different types. However, they
could not use the exact properties of those figures to determine whether or not they contained in
another class. It showed that RT’s logical skills were at level 1.
Moreover, RT could sketch the requested solid plane geometry and give the label. Subject RT
could also sketch or create geometrical drawings following the description being given, that are
having 9 ribs with a length of 5 cm, 6 vertex points, 2 triangular shaped sides, and 3 rectangular
shaped sides. The following figures are the students’ results in illustrating solid plane geometry.

Figure 5. RT’s Answer Sheet of Geometry Skills Test I No.4b
RT are also asked to draw sketches with the characteristics of having 12 ribs, 8 vertex points,
4 ribs on the base and lid, 4 rectangular shaped on vertical sides, the opposite sides are congruent,
length of base ribs is 2 cm and for vertical ribs is 4 cm. The following figures are the students’ results
in illustrating solid plane geometry.

Figure 6. RT’s Answer Sheet of Geometry Skills Test II No.4b
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Figure 5 and figure 6 showed that RT made a geometrical sketch by providing information
according to the given description. RT could not construct another figure related to the given ones;
thus, he had level 1 at drawing skills. RT could identify solid plane geometry in physical objects and
recognize the physical properties of those objects. However, RT was not able to apply mathematical
concepts into the object, which was indicated his inability to find out the surface area and volume of
the object. Basically, RT learned the formula that could be applied to the object. In certain parts, RT
did not know how to apply them. It showed that RT had level 1 at applied skills.
From the previous analysis, it can be identified that RT's verbal skills at level 2 and logical
skills at level 1, but for the visual skills of RT at level 0. At the test of logic skills, verbal skills, and
visual skills equally related to the characteristics or properties of a structure, but the results could be
different. It might occur because of visual skills influence. The subjects were asked to indicate the
properties of solid plane geometry that require sight or observation; thus, it indicated that visualspatial intelligence played a significant role. Meanwhile, at the verbal skills and logical skills, the
subject was only asked to mention the properties that might be influenced by the capacity of the
subject's thought. Besides, the description of some solid plane geometry was provided in verbal skills.
Therefore, RT could conclude based on the description by paying attention to the relationship
between the descriptions.
3. Geometry Skills of Students with High Visual-Spatial Intelligence and Low LogicalMathematical
Intelligence
TR could recognize and mention the name of different figures with a reason, but he could not
indicate the requested properties. It happened because TR did not adequately nderstand the properties
of solid plane geometry; thus, he made a mistake when showing the required properties. It revealed
that TR had level 0 at visual skills. Further, TR could find all the columns that contain the requested
descriptions of solid plane geometry as well as give a reason in selecting those columns. Subject TR
could also describe the properties of the requested solid plane geometry, as stated in the following
interview.
P

:

“Hem yes. Now try to make a definition of pyramid!”

TR

:

“A pyramid is a solid geometry that has one base, a cusp, and also the upright side is
triangular in shape.”

This following picture is the answer written on TR’s geometry skills tests.
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Figure 7. TR’s Answer Sheet on Geometry Skills Test II No.2c
Based on interviews and answer sheets, it was known that TR could make the definition of the
requested geometry. It pointed out that TR had level 2 at verbal skills. Further, TR could recognize
and mention the similarities and differences between the two requested figures, yet he did not classify
a particular solid plane geometry into another type. It showed that TR had level 0 at logical skills.
TR could draw or sketch the requested solid geometry, that are prism and pyramid, and give a
label; however, he was not able to sketch solid geometry following the given description. It indicated
that TR had level 0 at drawing skills. Figure 8 and Figure 9 below shows the geometrical drawings
made by TR for prism and pyramid.

Figure 8. Sketch Made by TR on Interview I

Figure 9. Sketch Made by TR on Interview II
Furthermore, TR could identify the requested solid plane geometry in physical objects. TR
could also mention the physical properties of the object, but he was not able to implement a
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geometrical formula to find the volume and surface area of the object. TR found confusion in finding
the size of the object in question; hence, he could not use the formula. It pointed out that TR had level
1 at applied skills.
4. Geometry Skills Students with High Visual-Spatial Intelligence and High LogicalMathematical
Intelligence
TT could recognize and mention the name of the different figures with reasons. However, when
TT was asked to indicate the properties of the requested, namely space diagonal and plane diagonal,
he made a mistake. It pointed out that TT had level 0 at visual skills.
TT could find all columns containing a description of the requested solid geometry and the
reasons for choosing those columns. TT could also interpret sentences in the description; hence, they
could choose specific columns. TT could provide a reason or a key in selecting the column, for
instance, pyramid having a cusp so that he chose the column that had the description. Furthermore,
TT identified the reason by counting the ribs described in the selected columns earlier. While opting
for a column that contained a description prism, he considered a description that had the base and lid,
then looked at the shape of the upright. The way TT in choosing this column was already well
structured. TT was able to describe the properties of the pyramid and prism in general. He did not
refer to one form of each solid geometry or referring to one column that described solid geometry. It
indicated that TT had already understood the properties and characteristics of a solid geometry
broadly and presented all forms of the requested solid geometry. TT could define pyramid and prism
that could to be applied to all forms. It pointed out that TT had level 2 at verbal skills.
TT could recognize and mention the similarities and differences of the requested geometry. TT
could also classify particular solid geometry in other types using geometrical properties. However,
TT could not provide the conditions for solid geometry that could be referred to another class. It
showed that TT has level 1 at logical skills. Further, TT could sketch the requested solid plane
geometry. The following figure shows the drawings made by TT.

Figure 10. Sketch Made by TT on Interview I
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Figure 11. Sketch Made by TT on Interview II
In Figure 11, it can be seen that TT can sketch a prism according to the characteristics
mentioned, which has 9 ribs with a length of 5 cm, 6 vertex points, 2 sides of a triangle, and 3 sides
of a square. It showed TT could sketch the requested solid plane geometry that fitted to the
description. TT could not construct another figure of solid plane geometry from the given figure. It
pointed out that TT has level 1 at drawing skills.
TT could identify the requested solid plane geometry in physical objects. TT could also
mention the physical properties of the object, indicating that the object was indeed the solid geometry.
Nevertheless, TT could not seek the surface area and volume of the object. TT was having confusion
when trying to apply the known formula because he did not know the actual size. It showed had TT
has level 1 at applied skills.
Based on the previously presented analysis, it can be summarized that students with different
levels of intelligence had different skill levels. It was discovered that students with different levels of
intelligence had the same level of visual skills and applied skills. This study also revealed that visualspatial intelligence was not a significant difference in the geometry skills of the students. Logicalmathematical intelligence provided a significant difference, as shown by the students with low visualspatial intelligence and high logical-mathematical intelligence had better geometry skills than
students with high visual-spatial intelligence and low logical-mathematical intelligence. It was
entirely different from Hayati’s research (2017), which revealed that visual skills and applied skills
of students with high visual-spatial intelligence was better than students with low visual-spatial
intelligence.
Those differences might be due to the experience of the subject, such as the ability to observe
and indicate the properties of solid geometry through the image was still low. Thus, the subject was
not accustomed to the use of visual skills. It showed that if the learning strategies used were different,
the attention and interest shown by students would also be different. It would affect the level of
geometry skills and certainly give different learning outcomes. It was in accordance with research
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conducted by Sood (2013) and Fadillah (2013) \and Uno (1996), who concluded that the teaching
strategies used could influence students learning outcomes in geometry.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION
Based on previously explained findings, the researcher concluded that students with low visualspatial and low logical-mathematical intelligence have visual skills at level 0. Meanwhile, students’
verbal skills do not reach level 0, as well as their logic skills do not reach level 0. RR1 and RR2 have a
different level of drawing skills, respectively, level 0 and below level 0. Both subjects have level 0 at
applied skills. Further, students with low visual-spatial intelligence and high logical-mathematical
intelligence have visual skills at level 0, verbal skills at level 2, logical skills at level 1, drawing skills at
level 1, and applied skills at level 1. Students with high visual-spatial intelligence and low logicalmathematical intelligence have visual skills at level 0, verbal skills at level 2, logical skills at level 0,
drawing skills at level 0, and applied skills at level 1. Students with high visual-spatial intelligence and
high logical-mathematical intelligence have visual skills at level 0, verbal skills at level 2, logical skills
at level 1, drawing skills at level 1, and applied skills at level 1.
This study can be used for teachers in designing a suitable learning model in the classroom, for
instance, the discovery learning model. That model helps students to understand the concept of the
material because they will be directed to find things related to learning, such as the formula contained in
the material so that they have long term memory toward the lessons being learned. Students need more
practice in solving varied problems about solid plane geometry, such as open-ended questions or critical
thinking questions. In solving the problems, students have to be able to understand the words contained
in the question; clearly, they should be able to interpret what the problems mean. The students need to
pay attention to the details of the problems by making a note. Furthermore, students should remember
the concepts of the material that may be related to the information in the questions and choose the right
formula to be used in solving problems. Students also have to write answers clearly, and write the
answers in sentence form if needed. If the students find it difficult, they may create an illustration to help
to remember the concept or see the relationships among the problems.
For other researchers who have the same interest, they further may try to explore different
materials and levels with the same or another point of view. The views may comprise based on cognitive
style or learning style. Another preference may only focus on one skill that contains geometry skills.
Finally, the results of this study can also be used for comparison and reference for similar research.
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